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I.

Abstract

Evidence confirms that both women and men are engaged in extremist and
terrorism-relatedactivities at similar rates. Yet internationally there are disparate responses when a suspect is female. Within the United States this is seen in
judicial and political responses, as biased research and policy analysis, and
presented as tropes in communication to the public. This is commonly because of
perceived gender roles, bias which leaves a critical gap in national security
while hindering the duty of the United States to investigate and prosecute citizens
for contributions to ISIS and its conflicts. That same evidence reveals the differential treatment they receive, from investigations to arrests through sentencing
and post-conflict resolution. Many woman are victims of the terroristgroup, but
others have demonstrated their resolution to use violence to promote ISIS' mandates and ideology.
This article will attempt to illuminate the roles of women within ISIS, explore
the challenges in presenting comprehensive data, and present domestic and international responses. Exploring possible legal mechanisms within the U.S. for
prosecuting members of ISIS, it argues it is the responsibility of the country to
repatriateits citizens and provide due process. An act in recognition of responsibility and a path to justice, both a carrot and a stick. The country's obligation
stems from its own precedent, is highlighted in internationalcases, and is made
more obvious by the country's continued involvement in the region. When evaluating ad hoc tribunalsor courts within the area of conflict, it becomes clear that
the most judicially and economically efficient response is the repatriation and
prosecution of citizens to their native countries.
It is the presence of U.S. troops and citizens in areas of ISIS conflict, along
with its precedent and Department of Justice mandates, that ultimately require
the country to repatriateits female citizens as equally as males. Ultimately, properly addressing the contributions of American female ISIS members through legal action will require an amalgamationof the military efforts, humanitarianaid,
media education, and diplomacy. The challenges are present beyond the battlefield and necessitate actors, from investigators to journalists to legal professionals, to note and check gender biases. Counterterrorismmeasures and national
security efficacy require the contributions, and dangers, offemale ISIS associates
not be ignored.
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Understanding the Players: Background on ISIS and the Yazidis

II.

A. U.S. Statements And Actions Lead to Reevaluation of Female ISIS
Supporters
Public attention returned to the American citizens in ISIS' so-called Caliphate
in 2019, when two American, female supporters of ISIS abandoned the Caliphate
and expressed their desire to return to their homelands.I The women, 20-year old
Hoda Muthana and Kimberly Gwen Polman, 46, traveled to join ISIS despite the
group's well-documented crimes of beheadings, beatings, and systematic rape. 2
The two befriended each other while surviving in the last six square miles of
ISIS's stronghold. 3 Their situation became more dire and though they felt that
they had "burned bridges" the women decided to flee ISIS.4 After multiple attempts, both were able to escape, surrendering to American troops and asking to
be returned home.5 Their cases immediately became politically charge and
earned more attention with a tweet from U.S. President Donald Trump. 6 Just
four days after pressuring other countries to repatriate their citizens in Syria,7
Trump publicized his direction to the Secretary of State "not to allow Hoda
Muthana back into the Country!" 8 Later, a judge ruled that questions of diplomatic status and birthright citizenship technicalities meant Ms. Muthana was not
an American citizen. 9 She and her child must remain among the declining conditions in Syria.' 0 Another woman and her toddler received a similar reception:

-

I Rukmini Callimachi & Catherine Porter, 2 American Wives of ISIS Militants Want to Return
Home, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 19, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/19/us/islamic-state-american-women.html [hereinafter Wives of ISIS Militants] (The deputy director of the George Washington University
Program on Extremism confirmed the United States has an obligation to bring Ms. Muthana home
"albeit in handcuffs.").
2 Id.
3

Id.

4 Id.

5 Id.
6 Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWrrER (Feb. 20, 2019, 3:05 PM), https://twitter.com/
realDonaldTrump/status/1098327855145062411.
7 Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), Twrrre (Feb. 16, 2019, 9:51 PM) https://twitter.com/real
donaldtrump/status/1 096980408401625088.
8 Id. (President Trump did not mention other American women who had also married ISIS fighters
whom the U.S. has also not returned.).
9 Charlie Savage, American-Born Woman Who Joined ISIS Is Not a Citizen, Judge Rules, N.Y.
Tmwrs, Nov. 14, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/14/us/hoda-muthana-isis-citizenship.html; See
also Rukmini Callimachi & Alan Yuhas, Alabama Woman Who Joined ISIS Can't Return Home, U.S.
Says, N.Y. TIMFs, Feb. 20, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/20/world/middleeastlisis-bridehoda-muthana.html (Ms. Muthana was bom in the United States, which would ordinarily guarantee her
and her child's citizenship. But her father was a Yemeni diplomat. Children born in the U.S. to active
diplomats do not earn birthright citizenship because diplomats remain subject to the jurisdiction of their
home countries. Ms. Muthana's father was discharged a month before her birth. Ms. Muthana says she
applied for and received a United States passport before leaving for Turkey.).
10 See Vanessa Romo, Woman Who Left U.S. To Join ISIS Denied Request To Expedite Her Case To
Return, NPR, March 5, 2019, https://www.npr.org/2019/03/05/700585612/woman-who-left-u-s-to-joinisis-denied-request-to-expedite-her-case-to-return (Their case won't be expediated, despite the pair moving once due to threats from ISIS.).
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despite living in that same war zone, a judge remained unconvinced that the two
would face "irreparable harm" if their case stayed on a normal litigation schedule. 11 A U.S. lawmaker declared that "those who betray the country and fight for
ISIS have to suffer the consequences for their actions." 1 2
Amidst these rulings and tweets, two other American women with ties to the
Islamic State and six children were repatriated from northeast Syria at the request
of the U.S. government.1 3 U.S. public officials publicly stressed the importance
of other countries taking responsibility for their own citizens caught in Syria. 14
The administration's policy on suspected terrorists shifted from detention and
prosecution, centered at Guantanamo Bay, to a heavier reliance on the civilian
court system.' 5 And U.S. troops left their bases in northeastern Syria, prompting
"jubilation among Islamic State supporters." 16 These shifts in domestic policy
and on-the-ground-strategy demanded careful and consistent attention, while the
public interest in cases of American women supporting ISIS refocused the attention on the status of all foreign supporters and their impact on national security.
Terrorism From AQI to ISIS: A 30,000 Foot View

B.

ISIS is a fundamentalist Salafi-Jihadist militant organization whose goal is the
establishment and expansion of a territorial caliphate in Iraq and Syria and the
creation of a global Islamist movement.1 7 Framework was laid by Abdulrahman
al-Qaduli, an Iraqi teacher who formed a proto-Islamic state with former stuI

Id.

12 Anna Beahm, Judge grants expedited hearing for Alabama ISIS bride Hoda Muthana, ADVANCE
LocAL, Feb. 26, 2019, https://www.al.com/news/2019/02/judge-grants-expedited-hearing-for-alabamaisis-bride-hoda-muthana.html.
13 2 American women captured with ISIS sent back to U.S. with 6 kids, June 5, 2019, CBS NEWS,
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/isis-women-kids-sent-back-us-from-syria-kurdish-officials-say-today2019-06-05/.
14 Savage, supra note 9.
15 Warren P. Strobel & Gordon Lubold, U.S. Is Bringing Home Citizen Suspected of Fightingfor
ISIS, WALL ST. J., July 18, 2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-is-bringing-home-citizen-suspectedof-fighting-for-isis-1 1563496749.
16 David D. Kirkpatrick et al., ISIS Reaps Gains of U.S. Pullout From Syria, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22,
2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/world/middleeast/isis-syria-us.html.
17 Cole Bunzel, From Paper State to Caliphate: The Ideology of the Islamic State, 19 CENTER FOR
MIDDLE EAST POLICY AT BROOKINGS 1, 4 (2015) (ISIS is also known as the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria, Daesh, and The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant). See also MAHER HATHOUT, JIHAD VS.

TERRORISM (2002) (discussing the Islamic traditions of internal spiritual struggles, explaining that the
word "jihad" in Arabic literally translates to "struggle" and further explaining the misconceptions Western media have of the term because of the misappropriation of groups like ISIS is one of the many
challenges present when pursuing an accurate account of justice in an armed conflict); see also Bernhard
Warner, Tech Companies Are Deleting Evidence of War Crimes, THE ATLANTIC, May 8, 2019, https://
www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/05/facebook-algorithms-are-making-it-harder/588931/; Louise
Hansen, In war zone, law is spotty, but lawyers are plentiful, VIRGINIAN-PtLOT, Oct. 4, 2007, https://
(describing chalwww.pilotonline.com/military/article-cOdca20b-c3dl-5dbd-8581-1fac3877040f.html
lenges include the gathering and preservation of evidence and witnesses, the presence of practitioners,
and decimated infrastructure.).
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19
dents.1 8 He is often recognized by his nom de guerre, Abu Ali-al-Anbari.
Anbari's extremist views, later mirrored by ISIS, were forged before the American invasion of Ira and before he met another crucial figure in ISIS history, Abu
21
Musab al-Zarqawi. 20 al-Zarqawi trained militants in 1999 in Afghanistan.
Militants became a substantial portion of the Iraqi insurgency during the American occupation of Iraq. 2 2 Anbari and Zarqawi's groups pledged themselves to Al
Qaeda in 2004, becoming Al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). 2 3 Abrahim Awwad Ibrahim
Ali al-Badri al-Samarrai, nom de guerre al-Baghdadi, became the group's leader
in 2010.24 AQI filled the power vacuum left by the withdrawal of American
troops from Iraq and the beginning of the Syrian Civil War in 2011, allowing the
group to reemerge after a decline in power. 25
The name "Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS)" was unveiled in 2013 as the
group was capturing substantial territory. 26 Its interpretation of Islam was imposed over one-third of Iraq and nearly half of Syria from late 2012 to the summer of 2014, where the group condemned a Jordanian pilot to immolation;
Yazidis who came in contact with the group were massacred or enslaved; and
27
It
two tribes in Syria and Iraq were massacred as a warning against rebellion.
Kurdish
rebel
groups,
and
forces
government
fight
Syria's
to
continued
peshmerga groups, and Iraqi military and militia. 28 al-Qaeda formally disavowed
ISIS in 2014.29 That same year, Al-Baghdadi declared the creation of a caliphate,3 0 creating the Islamic State (IS).31

i8 Mapping Militant Organizations, The Islamic State, Stanford University. Last modified Sep. 2019.
[hereinafter Mapping Militant Orhttps://cisac.fsi.stanford.edu/mappingmilitants/profiles/islamic-state
ganizations]; The True Origins of ISIS, infra note 21.
19 Id.
20 Id.

21 Hassan Hassan, The True Origins of ISIS, THE ATm-rn'ic, Nov. 30, 2018, https://www.theatlantic.
com/ideas/archive/2018/11 /isis-origins-anbari-zarqawi/577030/. [hereinafter The True Origins of ISIS]
(explaining that Al-Zarqawi's presence in Iraq was used by the U.S. as proof of a link between Saddam
Hussein and al-Qaida in 2003); see also, Lauren Smith, Timeline: Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, THE GUARDIAN, June 8, 1006, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/jun/08/iraq.alqaidal (discussing the intelligence that cast doubt on this justification).
22 Mapping Militant Organizations,supra note 18.
23 The True Origins of ISIS, supra note 21.
24 Rukmini Callimachi & Falih Hassan, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, ISIS Leader Known for His Brutality,
Is Dead at 48, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 27, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/27/world/middleeast/albaghdadi-dead.html.
25 Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18.
26 Id.
27 Id.

28 Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18.
29 The True Origins of ISIS, supra note 21.
30 Joseph Krauss, Al-Baghdadi's death a blow, but ISIS has survived other losses, MILITARY TIMES,
Oct. 27, 2019, https://www.militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2019/10/27/al-baghdadis-death-a-blow-but-isis
-has-survived-other-losses/.
31 Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18.
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ISIS fought Syrian government forces and rebel groups, Iraqi military and militias, and Kurdish peshmerga groups. 3 2 The Iraqi military, certain Syrian rebel
groups, and the Kurdish peshmerga groups were supported by U.S. airpower and
weapons.3 3 These forces retook territory from ISIS between 2015 through the
declared destruction of the caliphate in March of 2019.34 The group was once an
unrecognized proto-state, 35 operating multitudes of dispersed foreign fighters,
functioning with meticulous a bureaucratic and financial system, and maintaining
a strong online media presence. 3 6 Since the last ISIS territory was seized in Syria
in March 2019, it has reoriented as a decentralized, guerilla-style insurgency.3 7
ISIS continues to carry out attacks through sleeper cells in globally through its
network of organizations, "colonies," and individuals.38
The definition of terrorism is shaped by the context in which it is being discussed.3 9 In the U.S., the Federal Bureau of Investigation characterizes international terrorism as acts "perpetrated by individuals [or] groups inspired by or
associated with designated foreign terrorist organizations or nations (state-sponsored)." 40 It is codified in the U.S. within 18 U.S.C. §2331 as activities "dangerous to human life. . .intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; to
influence the policy of a government. . .or to affect the conduct of a, or intended
to intimidate or coerce the locale in which their perpetrators operate or seek asylum." 4 1 Similarly, the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism states that it is influenced by international laws' definitions,
and in particular those of the United Nations (U.N.). 4 2
Because the U.S. recognizes the influence on its domestic laws by the U.N.,
and because this comment addresses international acts, this comment will work
through the lens provided in the definition supplied by the U.N. The U.N. condemns as terrorism any attacks "that specifically target innocent civilians and
32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Id.
35 See Seth J. Frantzman, After ISIS 'defeat,' what comes next? - Analysis, THE JERUSALEM POST,

Mar. 24, 2019, https://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/ISIS-Threat/After-grueling-battle-ISIS-defeated-inSyria-584346; see also Bethan McKernan, "Isis defeated, US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces announce", THE GUARDIAN, Mar. 23, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/23/isis-defeated-us-backed-syrian-democratic-forces-announce.
36 Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18; see also Rukmini Callmachi, "ISIS Caliphate
Crumbles as Last Village in Syria Falls". N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 23, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/
03/23/world/middleeast/isis-syria-caliphate.html.
37 Id. Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18; see also Jason Motlagh, The Betrayal of the
Kurds, ROLLING STONE, Dec. 18, 2019, https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/trump-betrayal-of-the-kurds-927545/.
38 Mapping Militant Organizations, supra note 18.
39 U.N. Secretary-General, A More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility, 1157, U.N. Doc. A/59/
565 (Dec. 2, 2004) [hereinafter A More Secure World].
40 What We Investigate: Terrorism, FBI, https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/terrorism (last visited Nov.
20, 2019).
41 18 U.S.C. § 2331 (2018).
42 18 U.S.C. § 2339C (2006).
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non-combatants." 4 3 This includes "action.. .intended to cause death or serious
bodily harm to civilians or non-combatants, when the purpose. . .by its nature or
context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act".4
ISIS has been declared a terrorist organization by the U.S. and United Nations. 4 5 Sixty partners participate in the Global Coalition to Counter the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant. 4 6 U.N. Security Council Resolution 2170, adopted
unanimously on August 15, 2014, calls on member states to take "all measures as
may be necessary and appropriate and in accordance with their obligations under
international law to counter incitement of terrorist acts . .. perpetrated by individuals or entitles associated with ISIL" and bring them to justice. 4 7 International
and domestic jurisdictions provide the structure for federal prosecution. In addition, the federal record on terrorism prosecution in the U.S. is that of a high
conviction rate. 4 8 It relies heavily on preventative law enforcement and material
support statutes. 4 9 Material support cases represented 80% of federal ISIS-related
prosecutions from 2014-2016.50
But those statutes are applied differently depending on whether the defendant
is female or male.5 1 While women continuously provide essential support to
ISIS, the U.S. has rejected opportunities to repatriate and prosecute or reintegrate
its female citizens. 5 2 Gaps in data and bias concerning gender and conflict inform political and judicial responses to terrorism. 5 3 This undermines the concept
of the uniform application of law, denies justice to victims of crimes committed
by U.S. citizens, leaves an intelligence gap, and a chasm in national security.
43

A More Secure World, supra note 39.

44

Id.

45 John W. Rollins, Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO), 2019 CONG. RES. SERV., https://fas.org/
sgp/crs/terror/IF10613.pdf; U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime, Education for Justice University Module
Series: Counter-Terrorism - Module 1: Introduction to International Terrorism (2018), https://
www.unodc.org/documents/e4j/18-04932_CTMod 01_ebookFJNALpdf.pdf.
46 Press Release, U.S. St. Dep't, Joint Statement Issued by Partners at the Counter-ISIL Coalition
Ministerial Meeting (Dec. 3, 2014).

47 S.C. Res. 2170

¶

6 (Aug. 15, 2014).

Terrorist Trial Report Card: SEPT. 11,2001 - SEPT. 11, 2011, CTR. ON LAW & SEC., N. Y. UNIV.
SCH. OF LAW (2011), https://www.lawandsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/fTRC-Ten-YearIssue.pdf.
48

49

Id.

Center on National Security at Fordham Law, CASE BY CASE ISIS PROSECUTIONS IN THE UNTrED
2, March 1, 2014 - June 30, 2016, https://staticl.squarespace.com/static/55dc76f7e4b013c
872183fealt/577c5b43197aea832bd486cO/1467767622315/ISIS+Report+-+Casefy+Case++July20l6.pdf.
50

STATES AT

51

Id.

52 Wives of ISIS Militants, supra note 1.
53 Ester Strommen, Jihadi Brides or Female Foreign Fighters? Women in Da'esh -from Recruitment to Sentencing, PEACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE Oso (2017), https://www.prio.org/News/Item/
?x=2164. [Hereinafter Stronmen].
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C.

The Contributions of Women in ISIS: State-Building and Support

Factions of women aiding ISIS are often categorized as plotters, supporters,
and travelers. 54 Plotters facilitate, attempt, or carry out attacks domestically.5 5
Supporters create and broadcast propaganda, obtain and provide material support,
or conceal information about impending attacks. 5 6 Travelers move abroad in order to participate in the movement directly.5 7 This comment focuses specifically
on American female travelers, but roles often overlap and evolve.58
Typical roles for women in the so-called Caliphate include that of wife,
mother, medical care provider, propogandist, and community builder. 59 Women
do not typically pursue or assume violent roles, but exceptions do occur.60 Women's participation may be necessary for an operation, the group's needs may
call for additional assistance, or the operation may be outside the direct control of
the leader.6 1 This latter is increasingly the case for ISIS, which continuously
supports and relies upon lone or directed attacks. 6 2 As an additional value, misconceptions and gender stereotypes often obscure the scope of women's participation and commitment, ultimately benefiting an organization with an
underestimating target. 6 3
It may feel counterintuitive "to accept women as perpetrators and supporters
of violence within organizations that subordinate women and employ genderbased violence."" A more traditional socio-ideology can be seen as especially
unreceptive to female participation. 6 5 But "even within the constraints of relig54 See infra note 109, Cruel Intentions at 2, 3.
55 Id.
56 Id.

57 Id.; see also Farhana Qazi, The Mujahidaat:Tracing the Early Female Warriorsof Islam, Women,
Gender, and Terrorism, 48 (2011) (Contributions differ based on conflicts and needs of the group.).
58 Id.
59 Id.

6 Id. at 20.
61 Strommen, supra note 53 at 3.
62 See Complaint, United States of America v. Jaelyn Delshaun Young and Muhammad Oda Dakhlalla, (N.D. MS 2015) (No. 3:15) (A criminal allegation against two college students, planned by the
female participant.); see Melanie Thortis, Jaelyn Young to plead guilty to terrorism charge: Mississippi
woman planned to join ISIS, AL.com (Mar. 29, 2016), https://www.al.com/news/2016/03/jaelyn-youngto.plead.guilty-t.html; Angelique Chrisafis, Cell of French women guided by Isis behind failed Notre
Dame attack, THE GUARDIAN (Sept. 9, 2016) (A group of women plot a violent attack.).
63 Mia Bloom, How the Islamic State is Recruiting Western Teen Girls, THE WASH. POST (Oct.9,
2014) https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/10/09/how-the-islamic-state-is-recruiting-western-teen-girls/.
6 Strommen, supra note 53 at 2.
65 Karla J. Cunningham, Countering Female Terrorism, 30 STUDIES IN CONFLIcr & TERRORISM 113,
114 (2007), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/249035743_CounteringFemaleTerrorism (Discussing "conservative stances on gender issues and ... exclusion of women from leadership and decisionmaking positions."). [hereinafter Countering Female Terrorism] For more examples, see also Claudia
Brunner, Female suicide bombers - Male suicide bombing? Looking for Gender in reporting the suicide
bombings of the Israeli-Palestinianconflict, 19 GLOBAL Socurry 29, 29-48 (2005), https://www.tandf
online.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1360082042000316031; David Cook, Women Fighting in Jihad?, 28 STUo-
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ious gender expectation. . . women find room for agentic action." 66 Their presence legitimizes ISIS while giving it a society to operate within. 67 Women's
participation [in extremist groups] is increasingly associated with strategic advantages. 6 8 The contributions and support from wives and mothers, especially in
recruiting, provide great value, 69 and non-combative or auxiliary roles are an
integral part of ISIS.70 Though the focus of this comment is on women who
actively participate in violence, the legitimacy the mere presence of women
within an extremist organization can bring should be recognized. 7 1 "There is no
state if there are no women and children." 72
ISIS and the Yazidi Genocide: Women's Roles In Violent Actions

D.

Because of the amount of wars and battles involving ISIS, this comment will
be use examples largely from the Yazidi genocide and displacement.7 3 The
Yazidis are a Kurdish sect of monotheistic people whose beliefs involve ancient
roots with characteristic that are neither Christian nor Muslim. 7 4 In October of
2014 ISIS published The Revival of Slavery Before the Hour, a writing addressing questions of whether its interpretations of Islam meant the Yazidis were
"marked for death" or pagans.7 5 Determining the Yazidi were pagans, ISIS next
examined if it would be a mockery of "the verses of the Koran and the narrations
of the Prophet" to oppose enslaving them. 76
This explanation was necessary because leaders had ultimately determined that
the Yazidis were apostates and, in August of 2014, began an organized campaign
of executions, enslavement, sexual violence, and forced recruitment of child
soldiers upon Yazidis with the goal of eradicating the population.7 7 Raids led to
IES IN CONFLICT AND TERRORISM, 375, 375-384 (2005), https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/

10576100500180212.
66 Reid J. Leamaster & Rachel L. Einwohner, "I'm Not Your Stereotypical Mormon Girl": Mormon
Women's

Ri~v. oi

Gendered Resistance, 60

RELIGious RESEARCH

161,

162

(2018)

[hereinafter

Leamaster].
67 Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65 at 114; see also Graeme Wood, What ISIS Really
Wants, THE ATLANTIC (March 2015), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/03/what-isisreally-wants/384980/. [hereinafter What Isis really wants]
68 Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65.
69 Id. at 115.
70 Cruel Intentions, infra note at 2.
71 Id.
72 The

American

Women

Who

Joined ISIS,

THE

N.Y.TIMES

(Feb.

22,

2019),

https://

www.nytimes.com/2019/02/22/podcasts/the-daily/isis-american-women.html?showTranscript=1.
73 List of wars and battles involving ISIL, https://en.wikipedia.org/wikilList_of-wars and-battles_
involving-ISIL.
74 N.Y. Times, Persecuted Yazidis Again Caught in Larger Struggle, THE N.Y.TiMEs (Aug. 11,
2014) https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/12/world/middleeast/persecuted-yazidis-again-caught-in-largerstruggle.html?action=click&module=relatedCoverage&pgtype=article&region=footer.
75 What ISIS Really Wants, supra note 67.
76 Id.

77 Cetorelli et al, Mortality and kidnapping estimatesfor the Yazidi population in the area of Mount
Sinjar, Iraq, in August 2014: A retrospective household survey, PLOS MED. (2017), https://doi.org/
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the deaths of an estimated 5,000, the enslavement of more than 2,000 women and
girls, and the displacement of 400,000 people from the Yazidi homelands in
Sinjar, the Ninevah plain, and Syria.7 8 Other sources say 3,000 Yazidi women
were kept as slaves by Islamic State fighters and are still missing. 79 "Hundreds
of girls. . .were forced to have children with their captors." 8 0 The European
Parliament, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, the U.S. government and the U.K. House of Commons have all recognized these actions as
genocide.'
Testimony from many Yazidi survivors exposes participation by female ISIS
members in support of systematic cruelty. One younger survivors stated that a
woman had "forbidden" her from crying, though her entire family had been massacred. 8 2 Another was eight years old when she was sold as a sex slave to an
American fighter and his wife, along with another two Yazidi girls.8 3 Some were
forced by ISIS women to recite the Qur'an and denounce their own religion. 84
And others were subjected to whippings or torture: "it's indescribable the pain I
felt. . .I was screaming, crying - begging - reciting prayers." 8 5 Evidence
shows Yazidi victims were forced to take oral and injectable contraception,
morning after pills, or forced to have abortions.8 6 When fighters were unavaila-

10.1371/joumal.pmed.1002297. [hereinafter Cetorelli]. See also What Isis really wants, supra at note 67
("Yazidi women and children [are to be] divided according to the Shariah amongst the fighters of the
Islamic State who participated in the Sinjar operations [in northern Iraq] . . . Enslaving the families of
the kuffar [infidels] and taking their women as concubines is a firmly established aspect of the Shariah
that if one were to deny or mock, he would be denying or mocking the verses of the Koran and the
narrations of the Prophet . . . and thereby apostatizing from Islam.").
78 Cetorelli, supra note 77.
79 Eur. Consult. Ass., Prosecutingand punishing the crimes against humanity or even possible genocide committed by Daesh, Doc No. 14402 (2017).
80 Isabel Coles & Ali Nabhan, Nisreen's Choice: Women Rescued From Islamic State Are Told to
Leave Children Behind, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 23, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/nisreens-choice-wo[hereinafter
men-rescued-from-islamic-state-are-told-to-leave-children-behind-1535025600?mod=article
Coles].
81 Id.

82 Nishita Jha, The Whole World Is Debating Whether "ISIS Brides" Should Go Home. But Yazidi
Women Want Them Brought To Justice, BUZZFEED NEWS (February 22, 2019), https://www.buzzfeed
news.com/article/nishitajha/isis-yazidi-shamima-begum-hoda-muthana?%3Fbftw&utm term=41dqpfp
%2341dqpfp.
83 Bojan Pancevski, Yazidi Survivors Are Key to Bringing Islamic State Members to Justice, WALL
ST. J. (Jan. 1, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/yazidi-survivors-are-key-to-bringing-islamic-statemembers-to-justice-11577882496 [hereinafter Pancevski].
84 Coles, supra note 80.
85 Id.

86 Richard Barrett, Beyond the Caliphate: Foreign Fighters and the Threat of Returnees, THE
SOUFAN CENTER (2017), https://thesoufancenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Beyond-the-CaliphateForeign-Fighters-and-the-Threat-of-Returnees-TSC-Report-October-2017-v3.pdf.
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ble to take their sabaya 7 to the hospital for such treatment, a women would step
in.8 8
These actions against civilians, with the intent of violence to life and person,
cruel treatment, or outrages against personal dignity, are war crimes. 89 Their
gender subjected women in ISIS to abuses which the fighters perpetrated against
women as a whole. But the evidence shows that some women used their comparative power over female Yazidi prisoners to torture and humiliate them. 90
Yazidis have claimed "that the wives of ISIS were worse than the men." 9 1 Women forced Yazidi prisoners to bathe and put on clean clothes and makeup before
they were brought to men to be systematically raped. 92 They were made to complete manual labor and were physically and psychologically tortured. 9 3
During its control of Raqua, Syria, in 2014, ISIS formed the al-Khansaa Brigade, an all-female "moral police" that was made of a select group of women,
including Western women. 9 4 This group ensured that women adhered to the ISIS
interpretation of Islamic faith, often brutally. 9 5 It is unclear if American women
were a part of the group, but if so their participation may be categorized as
"counterinsurgency operations within ISIS-controlled territory... in furtherance
of a terrorist organization.9 6 The Court, in Holder v. HumanitarianLaw Project,
deferred to Congress' finding that there is no meaningful separation between a
87 Marcia Lynx Qualey, Rescuing the stolen women, QANTARA.DE
(Apr. 13, 2018), https://
en.qantara.de/content/non-fiction-dunya-mikhail's-the-beekeeper-rescuing-the-stolen-women?nopaging=l ("For Daesh forces, "sabaya" was a word applied to non-Sunni-Muslim women who
were considered less-than-human war booty. Hussein Koro, director of the Office of Kidnapped Affairs,
explained to Mikhail that, "Daesh calls our men prisoners of war and our women 'sabaya'".).

88 Rukmini Callimachi, To Maintain Supply of Sex Slaves, ISIS Pushes Birth Control, N.Y. TIMEs
(March 12, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/13/world/middleeast/to-maintain-supply-of-sexslaves-isis-pushes-birth-control.html. See also Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, Geneva,
12 Aug. 1949, ICRC (This constitutes a violation of the Geneva Convention.).
89 Iraq: Forced Marriage, Conversion for Yezidis, HUMAN RIGHTS
www.hrw.org/news/2014/10/1 1/iraq-forced-marriage-conversion-yezidis.

WATCH

(Oct. 11, 2014), https://

90 Id. See ISIS 'Slave Market Day' (2019), https://www.nytimes.com/video/world/middleeast/
100000003226608/isis-slave-market-day.html ("Questions and Answers on Taking Captives and Slaves",
an ISIS pamphlet, gave a "religious" explanation for fighters to rape, sell, buy, or gift Yazidi women and
children. It declares that, because they are not Muslim, they are "merely property". Women and girls are
sold in markets, including in online marketplaces on Facebook.).
91 Pari Ibrahim, Free Yezidi Foundation (@FreeYezidi), PERISCOPE, pscp.tv/FreeYezidi/l vOG
wZqVLRWKB (Ms. Ibrahim is the Executive Director of the Free Yezidi Foundation, an advocacy organization formed to support the Yazidi community and create awareness about their political situation).
92

Id.

93 Pancevski, supra note 83.
94

Bloom, supra note 63.

Id. See also Kathy Gilsinan, The ISIS Crackdown on Women, by Women, THE ATLANTIC, Jul. 25,
2014, .https://www.theatlantic.com/internationallarchive/2014/07/the-women-of-isis/375047/.
96 Elizabeth Buner, Doing Our Part: Acknowledging and Addressing Women 's Contributions to
ISIS, WILLIAM & MARY JOURNAL OF RACE, GENDER, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE, Volume 22, Iss. 2, Article 8,
p. 419-451, https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/cgilviewcontent.cgi?article=1 427&context=wmjowl at 444445.
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terrorist organization's legal and illegal activities, therefore support for one is
functionally equivalent to support for the other." 9 7
IH. From the Data to the Discussion: Why America's Female ISIS
Supporters Slip Through the Cracks
A.

The Fault in Our Statistics: Lack of Data Leaves a Security Delta

The study of female terrorists is a necessity in the complete understanding of
counter-terrorism. 98 The exact number of American women who have successfully made the journey to join ISIS is unknown. 99 This absence of such data
related to ISIS stems from the lack of reliable public data 1 " but is also a reflection of societies writ large, where research in general has a gender bias' 0 1 and
women perform a disproportionate amount of labor in general. 10 2 Additionally,
contributions to science, 1 0 3 advocacy,1o4 and religion10 5 by women are often ignored; while their presence in war1 0 6 and peace efforts are erased.10 7 It is hardly
97 Id.
98 Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65, at 113.

99 Erinmarie Saltman & Melanie Smith, 'Till Martyrdom Do Us Part:'GenderAnd The Isis Phenomenon 4 (2015), https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/TillMartyrdomDoUs_
PartGenderandtheISISPhenomenon.pdf [http://perma.cc/X5TU-PT62] at 4.
100 Id. at III A.
101 See Anita Holdcroft, Gender bias in research: how does it affect evidence based medicine?, J. R.
Soc. MED. 2007 Jan.; 100(1): 2-3.https://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1761670/; Richard
Harris, A Scientist's Gender Can Skew Research Results, N.P.R., Jan. 10, 2018, https://www.npr.org/
https://
sections/health-shots/2018/01/10/577046624/a-scientists-gender-can-skew-research-results,
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1761670/; Francesca Happ, Male slant to research may skew
autism's reportedsex ratio, SPECTRUM, Oct. 18, 2015 https://www.spectrumnews.org/opinion/male-slantto-research-may-skew-autisms-reported-sex-ratio/; Rachel Gutman, The Quirk of Collecting That Skews
Museum Specimens Male, THE ATLANTIC, Sept. 11, 2019, https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/
2019/09/research-specimens-are-mostly-male/597832/.
102 Payman Taei, Visualizing Women's Unpaid Work Across the Globe (A Special Chart), MEDIUM,
Mar. 7, 2019, https://towardsdatascience.com/visualizing-womens-unpaid-work-across-the-globe-a-special-chart-9f2595fafaaa, Carpenter, Julia, The unpaid work that always falls to women, CNN MONEY,
Feb. 21, 2019, https://money.cnn.com/2018/02/21/pf/women-unpaid-work/index.html, http://www.unwomen.org/-/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/library/publications/2018/sdg-report-summarygender-equality-in-the-2030-agenda-for-sustainable-development-2018-en.pdffla=en&vs=949.
103 Katharine Wilkinson, The Woman Who Discovered the Cause of Global Warming Was Long Overlooked. Her Story Is a Reminder to Champion All Women Leading on Climate, TIME, July 17, 2019,
https://time.com/5626806/eunice-foote-women-climate-science/; Ian Tucker, The five: unsung female
scientists, THE GUARDIAN, June 16, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jun/16/the-five-unsung-female-scientists-overlook-credit-stolen-jean-purdy.
104 Chika Uniqwe, It's notjust Greta Thunberg: why are we ignoring the developing world's inspiring
activists?, TnE GUARDIAN, Oct. 5, 2019, .https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/oct/05/
greta-thunberg-developing-world-activists.
105 Catherine Kroeger, The Neglected History of Women in the Early Church, CHRISTIANITY TODAY,
https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/issues/issue-17/neglected-history-of-women-in-early-church.
html; Karen L. King, Women In Ancient Christianity: The New Discoveries, PBS FRONTLINE, Apr., 1998,
.https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/first/women.html.
106 Katherine Rivard, The Service, Sacrifices, and Bravery of Women in Wartime, NATIONAL PARK
FOUNDATION BLOG, https://www.nationalparks.org/connect/blog/service-sacrifices-and-bravery-womenwartime.
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a wonder that "the success of female terrorists, combined with official reactions,
indicates that analysts and leaders failed to anticipate the emergence and range of
female militant actors." 0 8
Research shows American female involvement in jihadist organizations may
be on the rise and that an overarching profile of the American female jihadist is
indiscernible.109 Many of a woman's "motivations are identical to that of their
male counterparts (i.e. the search for a personal identity and the desire to build a
strict Islamic society), others are specific to women."1"0 Women in such extremist organizations hail from 14 different states and range from 15 to 44 years old,
(the average age is 27) and are aligned with organizations including the Islamic
State, al-Shabaab, the Taliban, and al-Qaeda."x1 "The spectrum of U.S.-based
sympathizers' actual involvement with ISIS varies significantly," from those
merely inspired by propaganda to those who held mid-level leadership
positions.1 12
Scholar and conflict expert Farhana Qazi notes that it is "important to recognize that women who join militant groups face common (and, often, gender-specific) social, cultural, and religious contexts which may motivate their
participation or support of violence."' 1 3 If physically present with the group,
women serve as recruiters, radicalizers, smugglers, the literal mothers of the next
generation of fighters, and facilitators of violence through support to their husbands.11 They provide crucial functions, such as daily tasks, childrearing, medical assistance, teaching, and fundraising.1 1 5 All of these contribute to the morale,
6
strength, and survival of an organization.'
107 Nancy Lindbord, The Essential Role of Women in Peacebuilding, UNITED STATEs INSTITUTE OF

PEACE, Nov. 20, 2017, ;https://www.usip.org/publications/2017/11 /essential-role-women-peacebuilding;
Women Too Often Omitted from Peace Processes, Despite Key Role in Preventing Conflict, Forging
Peace, Secretary-General Tells Security Council, Security Council 7793rd Meeting (AM), SC/12561,
Oct. 25, 2016, https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/scl2561.doc.htm.
108 Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65, at 113.
109 Program on Extremism, Cruel Intentions - Female Jihadists in America, Audrey Alexander, Nov.
2016, https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2l91/f/downloads/Female%20Jihadists%20in%20
America.pdf. p. 2 [Hereinafter Cruel Intentions]; see supra note 99; see also Edwin Bakker and Seran de
Leede, European Female Jihadistsin Syria: Exploring an Under-ResearchedTopic, International Centre
for Counter-Terrorism- The Hague (ICCT), Apr. 2015.
110 ISIS In America at 7. See also Profiles of Individual Radicalizationin the United States (PIRUS),
NATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR THE STUDY OF TERRORISM AND RESPONSES Tro TERRORISM (START), U. OF

MARYLAND, 2017 ("Even with marginal, gender-linked caveats in mind, the evidence broadly suggests
that radicalized men and women are not so different in the severity of their crimes.").
111 Id. at VII.
112 ISIS In America at IX.

113 Farhana Qazi, The Mujahidaat: Tracing the Early Female Warriors of Islam, at Ch. 2 in Women,
Gender and Terrorism, 2012, p. 29-56.
114 Audrey Alexander & Rebecca Turkington, Treatment of Terrorists: How Does GenderAffect Justice?, Sept. 2018, Vol. 11, Iss. 8, COMBATING TERRORISM CENTER, .https://ctc.usma.edu/treatment-terrorists-gender-affect-justice/.
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Despite their similar motivations and valuable contributions, data often groups
women and children together, blurring distinct categories which require multifaceted responses and considerations.1 1 7 "With IS' military defeat and the fall of
its so-called 'caliphate', 7,366 persons have now returned to their home countries
(20%), or are reportedly in the process of doing so."118 But status of many foreign associates, notably particular women and minors, is unknown. 19 This lack
of data provides further security concerns for nations who may not even know
previous, or current, ISIS members are within their territory. 12 0
The Pipeline: Differences From Investigations to Sentencing

B.

Tools created for the identification and apprehension of suspects in the U.S.
tend to focus generally on men.1 2 1 Interrogations, detentions, and prosecutions
reflect the same bias.1 22 The justice system in the U.S. ideally functions with
safeguards meant to combat bias and discrimination.1 2 3 Yet the federal court
system appears to be broadly more lenient on female defendants than their male
counterparts.1 24 A 2012 review of federal criminal cases determined a considerable gender gap in sentence lengths. 12 5 A 2015 study later of felony cases showed
that women were 58 percent less likely to be sentenced to prison at all compared
to men. 1 2 6 These studies suggest that judges were inclined to treat female defendants differently when they conformed to traditional gender roles.1 2 7
For example, authorities arrested and indicted approximately 73 percent of
men studied, compared to 66 percent of women.1 28 This discrepancy in arrests is
a factor adding to the disparity in conviction rates, as courts convict about 38
percent of men compared to 29 percent of women. 1 2 9 There are substantial dif117 Id.
118 The Women and Minors of Islamic State, INTERNATIONAL
EXTREMISM, https://icsr.info/our-work/women-and-the-caliphate/.

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF VIOLENT

119 Id.
120

Id.
A Decade Lost: Locating Gender In U.S. Counter-Terrorism,CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND
GLOBAL JUSTICE NYU SCHOOL OF LAW 82 (2011), http://chrgj.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/locating
gender.pdf [hereinafter A Decade Lost].
122 Id. at 86 (This includes "CIA detention facilities, . . .Guantdnamo Bay, [and] terrorism-related
prosecutions.").
123 Jill Doemer and Stephen Demuth, "Gender and Sentencing in the Federal Courts: Are Women
Treated More Leniently?" CRIM. JUST. PoL'Y REV. 25:2 (2014): pp. 242-269.
124 Id.
125 Sonja Starr, Estimating Gender Disparities in Federal Criminal Cases, U. OF MICHIGAN L. SCH.,
L. AND EcON. REs. PAPER SERIES, 2012.
126 Natalie Goulette et al, From InitialAppearance to Sentencing: Do Female Defendants Experience
DisparateTreatment? J. OF CRIMINOLOGY 43:5 (2018): pp. 406-417, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/piilS0047235215000665.
127 Id.; see also Alexander supra note 111 (Explaining further the discussion of these studies and their
implications on security).
128 Alexander, supra note 111.
129 Id;. see From Daesh to 'Diaspora'(Demonstrating a 2018 study which showed 490 international
citizens from 80 countries had become affiliated with IS in Iraq and Syria. Roughly 13% were recorded
121
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ferences in the way authorities respond to radical behaviors based on perceived
1 30
The
gender norms, leaving "a significant gap in counterterrorism strategy."
efficacy of counterterrorism efforts is compromised when stakeholders ignore
1
women as potential terrorists. 13
Examining the U.S.' response to terrorism shows that there are attempts at
federal prosecution. But it also reveals the ever-present disparities with which
each stakeholder in national security wrestles. According to data tracked by the
George Washington University Program on Extremism in 2015, some 250 Amer32
The
icans have traveled or attempted to travel to Syria or Iraq to join ISIS.'
13 3
U.S. has released women serving shorter sentences in for ISIS-related crimes.
C.

How We Talk About It: Media and Legal Representation

The gravity with which potential female terrorism supporters are considered
stems not only from the lack of recognition of the possibility of women as terrorists but in the dissemination of research and media representation. Early articles on the subject ask stereotypical questions ("why is the hand that once rocked
the cradle now sometimes tossing the grenade?" 1 34) and provide stereotypical
answers ("so many women are becoming terrorists, which is the ultimate of masculine roles. . . [because of] "second best syndrome". . .they want to prove themselves." 135). But these same publications do recognize that an increased number
13 6
No
of terrorists in general includes an increased number of female terrorists.
matter the acknowledgement by researchers or reporters, female operatives have
been active in the same efforts as men throughout history, seen more recently in
38
37
groups such as the Syrian Socialist Nationalist Party1 or the Ku Klux Klan.1
to be women. Under-reporting from countries suggests significant gaps in the true international figures.);
see also Amichai Cohen & Yuval Shany, Beyond the Grave Breaches Regime: The Duty to Investigate
Alleged Violations of InternationalLaw Governing Armed Conflicts, in 14 Y.B. OF INT'L HUMANITARIAN L., (M.N. Schmitt & L. Arimatsu eds., 2011, at 27. See also 18 U.S.C.A. § 2331 ("Counterterrorism forces "do not understand the movement, and until we do, we are not going to defeat it.").
130 Susan N. Herman, Women and Terrorism: Keynote Address, 31 WOMEN'S RTS. L. REP. 258,
265 (2010).
131 U.N. Secretary-General, Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms While Countering Terrorism, ¶ 46, U.N. Doc. A/64/211 (Aug. 3, 2009).
132 Lorenzo Vidino & Seamus Hughes, ISIS In America: From Retweets to Raqqa, THE GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY PROGRAM ON EXTREMISM, Dec. 2015, at 2, .https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/g/
files/zaxdzs2l9l/f/downloads/ISIS%20in%20America%20-%2Full%2OReport.pdf; see supra, note 93
(Demonstrating that these are similar actions to those of the women who joined the Al-Khansaa
Brigade).
133 Id. (Explaining why female ISIS associates have likely become displaced from their chosen area of
settlement because of ongoing war efforts.).
134 Judy Klemesrud, A Criminologist's View Of Women Terrorists, N.Y. TIMEs, Jan. 9, 1978, ;https://
www.nytimes.com/1978/01/09/archives/a-criminologists-view-of-women-terrorists-dr-freda-adler-rightsees.html; see also Kathleen Turner, Femme Fatale: The Rise Of Female Suicide Bombers, WAR ON THE
RoCKS, Dec. 14, 2015, https://warontherocks.com/2015/12/femme-fatale-the-rise-of-female-suicidebombers/ (discussing suicide bombings conducted by women as "virtually impossible" to fathom).
135 Id.
136 Id.; see also Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65.
137 Ya'ardi, Ehud, Behind the Terror, The Atlantic, June 1987, https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/
archive/1987/06/behind-the-terror/376326/.
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Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah, commonly linked to Hezbollah, made public
statements approving female suicide bombers, which were followed by dozens of
women attempting suicide bombings or taking active roles as perpetrators of violence between 2000-2005.139
When it comes to ISIS, the term "ISIS brides"140 has been sensationalized
because of its perceived shock value.141 In general, female attackers receive
more media coverage than their male counterparts, while "attacks by women receive eight times the media coverage as attacks by men." 1 42 Whether in the media or the courtroom, female offenders are regularly described as "nafve, gullible,
susceptible targets of violent extremism, even when they admit their culpability
by pleading guilty." 14 3 The stories of women who join such groups are crucial to
understanding the organizations, yet such infantilizing language reduces women
to a marital status while ignoring the security concerns and true support which
they provide. Consider one U.S. woman, described as "a lonely, depressed, anxiety-ridden mother who spent too much time on the internet." 144 Her attorney
claimed that "by attempting to relocate to [IS]-held territory and marry [a]
fighter, she never gave. . .anything of value - except her love."' 4 5 Certainly a
defense is entitled to put forth their client in the best light possible, but this
gendered bias bleeds into the logic and outcomes of legal decisions. 1 4 6 Additionally, it stands in stark contrast to the intentional decision to travel internationally
to join one of the most prolific terrorist organizations in the world.14 7 Yet the
strategic use of gendered framing continues to exist in legal proceedings, where
138 Kathleen M. Blee, Women in the 1920s' Ku Klux Klan Movement,
I (Spring, 1991), pp. 57-77 https://www.jstor.org/stable/3178170.
139 Countering Female Terrorism, supra note 65, at 116.
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140 Georgia Diebelius, What It's Really Like Being an Isis Bride, Metro News (Jul. 18, 2017, 9:03
PM), https://metro.co.uk/2017/07/18/what-its-really-like-being-an-isis-bride-6789334/.
141 Ben Wedeman & Waffa Munayyer, Bride of ISIS: From 'Happily Ever After' to Hell, CNN (Apr.
26, 2017, 10:24 AM), https://www.cnn.com/2017/04/26/middleeast/bride-of-isis-islam-mitat/index.html;
Nabeelah Jaffer, The Secret World of Isis Brides: 'U dnt hav 2 pay 4 ANYTHING if u r wife of a martyr',
The Guardian (Jun. 24, 2015, 11:59 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/24/isis-bridessecret-world-jihad-western-women-syria.
142 Nino Kemoklidze, Victimisation of Female Suicide Bombers: The Case of Chechnya, 181 CAUCASIAN REV. INT'L AFF.,181, 185 (2009).
143 Alexander, supra note 114; see also Dominic Casciani, Derby Terror Plot: The Online Casanova
and His Lover, BBC (Jan. 8, 2018), https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-42370025; Would-be 'jihadi bride'
Angela Shafiq 'a loner,'" BBC (Sept. 8, 2015), https://www.bbc.com/news/av/uk-england-34186835/
would-be-jihadi-bride-angela-shafiq-a-loner; Meghan Keneally, Teen 'In Love With ISIS Fighter' Met
With Authorities 8 Times Before Being Arrested, ABC News (July 3, 2014, 3:22 PM), https://
abcnews.go.com/International/teen-love-isis-fighter-met-police-times-detained/story?id=24414020; Denver Teens Encouraged to Join ISIS by 'Online Predator,' Friends Say, Guardian (Oct.23, 2014, 10:10
AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2014/oct/23/denver-teens-isis-online-predator.
144 Jeremy Roebuck, Facing Sentencing, N. Philly Mom Married to Islamic State Soldier Is No Aberration, Philadelphia Inquirer (Sept. 5, 2017), https://www.inquirer.com/philly/news/pennsylvanialphiladelphia/facing-sentencing-n-philly-mom-married-to-isis-soldier-is-no-aberration-20170905.html.
145 Id.

Alexander, supra note 114.
Buner, supra note 96,96 at 441 (discussing the requisite knowledge Western women possess of the
designation of ISIS as a terrorist group and of the group's actions).
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even an FBI agent with a top-secret security clearance, who traveled to Syria and
married the key ISIS operative she had been investigating, can claim "naivety".14 8 The women discussed in this article communicated with those already
in the Islamic State, read material and consumed videos online, and left letters for
14 9
Beyond the social
their families back home which justified their decisions.
media coverage of ISIS's activities which were a likely factor in their decision to
join the organization, many women actively disseminated information about
50
ISIS' activities while in the so-called Caliphate.
Terrorist organizations have targeted women for recruitment for decades, but
violent extremism and terrorist radicalization is persistently misconceived to be a
male issue.' 5 1 Women's participation is routinely underestimated and devalued.1 5 2 This challenge is present in any discussion of ISIS as well, leaving critical deltas in understanding of the group and diminishing international
response. 153 "The foreign women of the Islamic State, while often reduced
to simplistic narratives about 'jihadi brides,' 'brainwashing' and 'online grooming,' aided and abetted many of these atrocities and in some cases directly perpetrated them."' 5 4
The desire to see women who voluntarily travel to join ISIS as manipulated
and susceptible victims is an inaccurate clich6. These are persons with full
agency of their decisions to join the group. The crimes of the organization have
15 5
enslaving and systembeen well-documented, including beheading journalists,
56
burning prisoners
and
,
minorityl
Yazidi
the
from
atically raping women
57
stereotypes
gender
of
exploiting
history
a
long
"have
terrorists
Female
alive.'1
15 8
detection."
to avoid
148 Scott Glover, The FBI Translator Who Went Rogue and Marriedan ISIS Terrorist, CNN (May 1,
2017, 11:40 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2017/05/01/politics/investigates-fbi-syria-greene/index.html,
(Her attorney. . ."described Greene as "smart, articulate and obviously naive.").
149 See, e.g., U.S. v. Jaelyn Delshaun Young and Muhammad Oda Dakhlalla, Criminal Complaint,
Aug. 8, 2015.
150 Buner, supra note 95, at 441.
151 Id.
152 WOMEN AND THRRORIST RADICALIZATION FINAL REPORT, Organization for Security and Co-opera-

tion in Europe (Feb. 2013), http://www.osce.org/secretariat/99919?download=true.
153 Joana Cook &
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ISLAMIC STATE, ICSR Publications (Jul. 23, 2018), https://icsr.info/2018/07/23/from-daesh-to-diasporatracing-the-women-and-minors-of-islamic-state/ [hereinafter From Daesh to 'Diaspora'].
154 Callimachi and Porter, supra note 1.
155 See CIA says Number of Islamic State Fighters in Iraq and Syria has Swelled to Between 20,000
and 31,500, The Telegraph (Sept. 12, 2014), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerical
. . .; see also John Simpusa/1 1091 190/CIA-says-number-of-Islamic-State-fighters-in-Iraq-an.
son, Ramadi Residents Pay Price as Islamic State Advances in Iraq, BBC News (May 22, 2015), http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32855617.
156 The Telegraph, supra note 155.
157 Id.; see also Buner, supra note 95, at 441 (discussing the requisite knowledge Western women
possess of the designation of ISIS as a terrorist group and of the group's actions.).
158 Molly Hennessy-Fiske, Female Terrorists Finding Their Place in Islamic Militants' Ranks, L.A.
Times (Jan. 25, 2015, 8:00 AM), http://www.latimes.com/world/europe/la-fg-france-terror-women20150125-story.html; see also Bloom, supra note 62.
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The Pay Gap: U.S. Aid Focuses on the Fighter, Forgoes Mini-Caliphate

D.

As ISIS entered its final days of retreat many supporters and their families
found themselves among the general population in detention facilities controlled
by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF).1 59 Syria's largest camp, al Hol (or Al
Hawl), contains nearly 70,000 women and children.1 60 Described as a "mini caliphate," 1 6 1 it is reported that female ISIS supporters recreate the group's strict
rules, stealing belongings and beating the children of women who remove their
niqabs.1 62 In an interview inside the camp, two U.S. women associated with ISIS
explained that they had not yet been visited by U.S. officials, and revealed the
presence of four sisters from Seattle with four children being detained nearby.1 63
Eight months after their interview, international authorities raised alarms about
extremists operating inside the camp: "a small group of hardcore ISIS sympathizers in an annex of the camp reserved for foreign prisoners is thought to be behind
[recent] violence."tM Officials explained "that there is close cooperation between fighters in some prisons, the families in al Hol, and the units that are still
free in the desert area between Iraq and Syria."1 65 "At a smaller camp run by the
Kurdish Syrian forces, ISIS wives from Western countries are exposed to lectures
about how ISIS is not Islam and what ISIS did to Yazidis and other women.1 66
But there are no similar programs at al-Hol camp for Syrian and Iraqi ISIS families - and there are very few in Iraq."1 67 Although not all the camp's residents
are Islamic State supporters, "without an international solution, the next generation of ISIS combatants may emerge from al-Hol."I 68
159 Elena Pokalova, Pay More Attention to the Women of ISIS, Defense One (Oct. 31, 2019), https://
www.defenseone.com/ideas/2019/10/pay-more-attention-women-isis/1 61012/.
160 Richard Hall, Syrian Camp for Isis Families Described as 'Time Bomb' Following Spate of Violence, Independent (Oct. 4, 2019, 4:45 PM), https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/isisal-hol-syria-camp-caliphate-islamic-state-riot-violence-stabbing-a9143401.html.
161 Jonathan Heaf, Shamima Begum by the Journalist Who Found Her: 'We Should Bring Her Home.
We Should Bring Them All Home', GQ (Feb. 19, 2019), https://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/article/shamimabegum-isis-bride.
162 See Bethan McKernan, Defiant Women and Dying Children: Isis' Desert Legacy, The Guardian
(Mar. 1, 2018, 8:29 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/01/defiant-women-and-dyingchildren-isis-desert-legacy-al-hawl-refugee-camp.

163 Callimachi and Porter, supra note 1.
164

Hall, supra note 160.

Mitch Prothero, ISIS Has a Plan to Bust Out 70,000 Supportersfrom Kurdish Jails Now that the
US has Abandoned the Area to the Turkish Military, Business Insider (Oct. 10, 2019, 6:32 AM), https://
www.businessinsider.com/isis-prison-escape-kurdish-jail-us-turkey-2019-10.
165

166 Jane Arraf, 'We Pray For The Caliphate To Return': ISIS Families Crowd Into Syrian Camps,
NPR (Apr. 19, 2019, 8:42 AM), https://www.npr.org/2019/04/19/714652629/we-pray-for-the-caliphateto-retum-isis-families-crowd-into-syrian-camps.
167

Id.

Liz Sly, Syria Camp is at Risk of Falling Under ISIS Control, Kurdish General Says, Washington
Post (Oct. 4, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/militant-women-poised-to-take-control-ofisis-camp-syrian-kurdish-general-says/2019/10/04/72985cl8-e5ff-11e9-bOa6-3d03721b85ef-story.html.
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Though the U.S. provides aid to Syria's local administration for displacement
16 9
camps, it is a "pittance" compared with the budget for the military campaign.
While the U.S. is helping to finance the detention of more than 400 foreign fighters, the Syrian administration has received little help concerning the women and
children now held in these camps.1 70 The issue becomes more complicated because of the potential risks of "holding seasoned jihadists and the women and
children who lived with them in a war zone. "171 A camp supervisor acknowledged that it is generally hard to determine what roles women had under jihadists
and ideology the endorsed then and now.1 72 "There are some of them who are
still following the ideology, and there are some who came because they thought
they were coming to heaven and found out it was hell." 7 3
This consolidation of people combined with little prospect of betterment
leaves open opportunity for further radicalization.1 7 4 At the very least it does
little to deradicalize - for an example, see supra II. A, referring to Ms. Hoda and
Ms. Polman. Both women were evasive when asked about brutal, well-documented crimes of ISIS.'"5 Ms. Polman said only "I'm not interested in bloodshed, and I didn't know what to believe. These are videos on YouTube. What's
real? What's not real?"1 76 Former Director of the CIA John Brennan announced
that "as an international community [we have to] come to terms with how we're
going to deal with these ideologies and movements that are exploiting the weaknesses of various countries . . . to address some of these factors and conditions
77
that are abetting and allowing these movements to grow."'
169 Callimachi and Porter, supra note 1; see also Abdalaziz Alhamza, The West Doesn't Want ISIS
Members to Return. Why Should the Syrians Put Up With Them?, N.Y. TIMEs (Mar. 4, 2019), https://
(noting that the camps and
www.nytimes.com/2019/03/14/opinion/isis-syria-foreign-fighters.html)
American citizens on Syrian soil do not go unnoticed by Syrians).
170 Callimachi and Porter, supra note 1.
171

Id.

172

Id.

173

Id.
Heath, supra note 161.

174

175 Callimachi and Porter, supra note 1.

Id.
Cohen and Shany, supra note 129 (Explaining that "the woman may be a school girl lured away
who has spent years as an indoctrinated bride. But she can also speak to the structure of the organization,
the movements of its fighters, and the methods they used, in addition to claiming her own torture. American precedent is to prosecute social media publications or communications that aids or abets someone's
support of ISIS."); see also Katie Zavadski, Meet the Female Recruiters of ISIS, N.Y. Mag. (Sept. 4,
2014), http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2014/09/meet-the-female-recruiters-of -isis.html; Merrit
Kennedy, Thousands of ISIS Fighters Must Be Tried or Let Go, U.N. Rights Chief Says, NPR (Jun. 24,
2019, 12:59 PM), https://www.npr.org/2019/06/24/735379854/thousands-of-isis-fighters-must-be-triedor-let-go-u-n-rights-chief-says (The U.N. has adamantly advocated for the release and repatriation of
citizens in these camps. Such forced statelessness could arguably raise concerns about violations of the
1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of
Statelessness.); but see 3. Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, UNHCR, Sep. 28, 1954,
https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/protection/statelessness/3bbb0abc7/states-parties-1954-convention-relatingstatus-stateless-persons.html; 4. Convention On The Reduction Of Statelessness Signatories, UNHCR,
Aug. 30, 1961, https://www.unhcr.org/protection/statelessness/3bbb24d54/states-parties-1961-convention-reduction-statelessness.html. Note that the United States is not a signatory to either.
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IV.

Mechanisms for Accountability

The aftermath of the fall of ISIS "is a historic challenge," according to a State
Department.17 8 It is "a global problem" requiring efforts from "the entire international community ... to identify appropriate pathways for affected groups; this
includes durable solutions for displaced civilians, the repatriation and prosecution
of foreign terrorist fighters, and the return, reintegration, and de-radicalization of
family members." 1 79 This section discusses the mechanisms which the U.S. may
employ to investigate and prosecute it's female citizens of ISIS.
Prosecution serves national security purposes in two ways. First, it removes
repeat offenders from battlefields while serving some deterrence to future violations.1 80 The punishment against those who have committed these crimes preserves victims' rights to remedy and emphasizes society's condemnation of the
actions.' 8' Second, legal redress is the primary means to mitigate the threat,
while complementary strategies that offer alternatives to arrest, explore de-radicalization, and emphasize prevention are necessary steps to counter violent extremism by women.1 82 Among the many challenges present in building cases
against any offender is that of determining who voluntarily supported ISIS as
opposed to those compelled or forced to interact with bad actors.' 8 3 ISIS consumed the land over which it held power; residents were forced to adhere to the
imposed social order or face harsh repercussions and death.1 84 Those challenges
are limited somewhat when focusing on foreign citizens who chose to travel from
the U.S. to join ISIS.185 The task instead becomes determining which induvial
women chose to more actively participate in ISIS' conflicts.1 8 6

178 Robin Wright, Despite Trump's Guantdnamo Threats, Americans Who Joined ISIS Are Quietly
Returning Home, The New Yorker (Jun. 11, 2019), https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/americas-isis-members-are-coming-home.
179 Id.

180 Cohen and Shany, supra note 129 ("Arguably, a robust system of military investigations and prosecutions may prevent future violations through generating deterrence and removing repeat offenders from
the battlefield), and punish those who have committed them in the past.").
181 Id. at 37, 39.
182 When Terrorists Come Home at 13.

183 Azadeh Moaveni, ISIS Women and Enforcers in Syria Recount Collaboration,Anguish and Escape, N.Y. Times (Nov. 21, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/22/world/middleeast/isis-wivesand-enforcers-in-syria-recount-collaboration-anguish-and-escape.html (For example, residents of Raqqa,
Syria, called ISIS 'Al Tanzeem', or 'the Organization'. After ISIS began to rule that territory it became
clear that every spot in the social order, and any chance for a family to survive, was utterly dependent on
the group.).
184 Id.
185 Id.

186 See Syria: Damning Evidence of War Crimes and Other Violations by Turkish Forces and Their
Allies, Amnesty International (Oct. 18, 2019), https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/10/syriadamning-evidence-of-war-crimes-and-other-violations-by-turkish-forces-and-their-allies/ (discussing additional complexities involved in gathering evidence and information on the situation in the region).
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Domestic Prosecutions in the United States: Jurisdiction and Precedent

A.

The judicial process is an important part of the war effort, recognizing that war
is an accumulation of not only the killing of enemy combatants, but also surveillance, capture, and detention which leads to a trial for any war crimes., 8 7 It is
Congress' direct response to a modus operandi which targets citizens in order to
"frighten, unsettle, disrupt, and demoralize; to make normal peaceful life impossible and carnage routine." 18 8 Moreover, "survivors have long argued that a
global response to ISIS must include a global commitment to bringing them to
justice."' 8 9 "The [U.S.] is committed to taking responsibility for its citizens who
attempt to travel or did travel to support ISIS."190
Women of ISIS, so long as they are U.S. citizens, could not be tried in military
commissions as their citizenship bars them from that route of prosecution.' 9 ' In
addition to this jurisdictional technicality, military commission convictions have
resulted in only eight convictions since September 2001, one which was partially
overturned with three overturned completely.1 92 In contrast, federal courts have
proven an effective means for prosecutions,19 3 resulting in 660 convictions between 2001 and 2018.194
The current legal framework in U.S. federal courts heavily relies upon material
support statutes, 18 U.S.C.§ 2339A and 18 U.S.C.§ 2339B. § 2339A is broad,
designed to prosecute individuals for specific acts, though applicable to general
material support.1 9 5 Similarly, § 2339B provides prosecutorial basis for attempting or conspiring to provide material support.1 9 6 Knowledge does not require a
showing that the group intended to further any particular illegal activities.1 9 7 The
U.S. gains jurisdiction if the accused is a "citizen or permanent resident of the
U.S., if the person is brought into or found in the U.S. after the offense, or if the
offender aids, abets, or conspires with any person over whom the U.S. has jurisId.
Id.
189 Pancevski, supra note 83.
190 Wright, supra note 178 (explaining that the judicial process heavily favors the prosecution of ISIS
returnees because the government the only entity capable of bringing a person home; returnees "are
primarily, if not completely, at the mercy of officials for relief. Such a grasp on one's fate presents
profound leverage when it comes to extracting confessions to be used in a criminal prosecution.").
191 10 U.S.C. §§ 948a, 948c (2006); but see Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 533 (2004) (discussing
the legal significance of applying the term "enemy combatants" to U.S. citizen detainees and noting that
simply designating a U.S. citizen as such may not hold legal significance; Hamdi v. Rumsfeld ruled that
U.S. citizen detainees are able to challenge their status. The status could signal the intention to hold the
detainee indefinitely, likely prompting challenges for them to be freed or charged.).
187

188

192

Myth v. Fact: Trying Terror Suspects in Federal Courts, HUMAN

RIGHTS FIRST,

(Feb. 14, 2018),

https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/resource/myth-v-fact-trying-terror-suspects-federal-courts.
193 Adam Goldman & Benjamin Weiser, How Civilian Prosecution Gave the U.S. a Key Informant,
N.Y. TIMES, (Jan. 27, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/27/us/intelligence-gained-from-somaliterrori st-shows-value-of-ci vilian-prosecutions.html.
194 Pancevski, supra note 83.
195 18 U.S.C. §2339A (2009).
196 18 U.S.C. §2339B (2015).
197 Id.
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diction." 198 The Suppression of Terrorist Bombings requires all parties ensure
any "person who participates in the financing, planning, preparations, or perpetration of terrorist acts or in support of terrorist acts be brought to justice." 199 if
necessary for the purposes of extradition, Article 9 states that the offences shall
be treated as if they had been committed not only in the place in which they
occurred but also in the territory of the States that have established jurisdiction. 2 " Article 10 requires state parties to afford one another the greatest measure
of assistance in connection with investigations or extraditions. 2 0 1 The federal
government has exclusive jurisdiction over the killing, attempted killing, or serious bodily injury of U.S. nationals overseas. 2 0 2 18 USC Ch. 113B grants and
limits extraterritorial jurisdiction to cases where the violence was intended to
coerce, intimidate, or retaliate against the government or civilian population. 2 0 3
Depending on the type of material support they may have provided, many of
these statutes could apply to female ISIS associates.
Scholars have noted that domestic and international sources of law mutually
reinforce the duty to apply criminal or other disciplinary measures to allegations
of crimes committed during an armed conflict. 2 04 Additionally, "the duty to investigate . . . may be independently supported by the need to satisfy victims and
afford them with remedies." 205 Domestic law may be the means by which international law obligations are carried out. In that vein, the U.S.'s status as a member of the United Nations and of the Security Council means it is a party to
resolutions and treaties that provide jurisdiction. 20 6 The High Commissioner for
Human Rights of the United Nations has written that security of the individual is
an international basic human right, creating a fundamental obligation of the government to take positive measures to both protect their nationals against the threat
of terrorists and to bring perpetrators of such acts to justice. 207 This creates duties for these states: to ensure the rights of their nationals and others, to take
constructive measures to protect against the threat of terrorism, and to bring the
perpetrators of terrorist acts to justice. 2 08 The U.S. successfully levies material
support charges (an option also available to military commissions 20 9) as an effective legal means to prosecute "targetless" threats from U.S. women of ISIS.210
Buner, supra note 96, at 437-40; 18 U.S.C. § §2339B(d)(1)(A) (2015).
199 Suppression of Terrorist Bombings United States Department of State, 3-5 (1998).
200 Id. at 9.
201 Id.
202 18 U.S.C § 2332 (2018).
203 18 U.S.C. §§ 2331, 2334 (2018).
204 Cohen and Shany, supra note 129.
205 18 U.S.C. §§ 2331, 2334; see also Cohen and Shany, supra note 129, at 48.
206 S.C. Res.1373 (Sep. 28, 2001).
207 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Human Rights, Terrorism
and Counter-terrorism, Fact Sheet No. 32, 1 (July 7, 2008), https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Factsheet32EN.pdf.
198

208

Id. at 1-2.

209

18 U.S.C. § 2339A-C (2006); 10 U.S.C. § 950t (25) (2006).
Buner, supra note 96, at 437-51 (analyzing charging American women with material support).
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The crime of material support incorporates the provision of personnel, which can
include oneself, or other forms of assistance. 2 1 1
The U.S. repatriated two women and six children with ties to ISIS in 2019,212
the first publicly confirmed repatriation from Syria to the U.S. since Samantha
Elhassani in 2018.213 Elhassani is alleged to have "navigated a war zone, helped
her husband buy three Yazidi slaves, and. . .creating a tale of woe after the
fact." 2 14 The government emphasized that her charges of aiding and abetting and
conspiracy "do not require her to be a member of ISIS", but noted "we don't
often charge the family members of the people who are seeking to go

fight

ISIS."215

Three other men and one woman await trials for various aiding or

abetting charges. 2 16 One has served time and is free again, another is appeal his
20 year sentence, and three more have agreed to plead deals. 2 17 Nearly all the
American men captured in battle have been repatriated, but at least 13 American
women and their children have not. 2 18
In addition to past repatriation and prosecution or reintegration of U.S. citizens
of the so-called Caliphate, the U.S. also has precedent in past conflicts. For example, the U.S. trained 35 Iraqi expatriates as judges and assisted in a postconflict justice plan which was to include resident Iraqis as well as funding and
training for the postwar Iraqi justice system. Focusing on these women and potentially prosecuting them for their contributions to ISIS will not be the panacea
to stopping terrorism, but it may provide a useful roadblock to the expansion of
ISIS expansion in the long term.
B.

International Precedent

Repatriation is a controversial decision for any country, but it is happening.
Turkey has repatriated minors whose parents took them to the caliphate, as well
as those determined to be innocent of wrongdoing. 2 19 Similarly, after Iraqi officials determined they had been tricked into joining the Islamic State, a group of
four Russian women and 27 children were repatriated. 220 Indonesia took back a
family of approximately 15 people. 22 1 Indonesia has a repatriation and deradical211 Rufener, P. Scott, Prosecuting the MaterialSupport of Terrorism: Federal Courts, Military Commissions, or Both?, 5 U. MASS. ROUNDTAB3LE SYMP. L.J. 151, 157, 186-87 (2010) (concluding that military commissions are in fact the better option).
212 US Repatriates Eight Wrepatriates eightomen and Children From ISIS Cchildren from ISIS amp
with Kurdish Help, THO NATIONAL, (June 5, 2019), https://www.thenational.ae/world/mena/us-repatriates
-eight-women-and-children-from-isis-camp-with-kurdish-help-1.870768 [hereinafter US Repatriates].
213
214
215
216

Id.
Wright, supra note 178.
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218
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ization program. 2 2 2 Kazakhstan has repatriated its citizens "by the hundreds,"
exposing "the weakness of the western European argument that it's too difficult
or dangerous to take such suspects back." 223
In the world's first trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity committed against the Yazidi, Germany recently began the indictment and prosecution of
a female member of ISIS for just these crimes. 224 Identified only as Jennifer W.,
the German citizen traveled to join ISIS, subsequently joining the decision-making and command structure of the moral police, patrolling with the brigade to
ensure that women complied with the rules of behavior and clothing. 225 She was
responsible with upholding the organization's dress and behavior codes. 22 6 She
carried an AK-47 machine gun, a pistol and an explosive vest. 2 2 7 She and her
husband, a fighter, bought two prisoners of war, a five year old girl and her
mother, to be used as slaves. 228 The child became ill and the husband subjected
her to death by chaining her up outside and waiting for her die of thirst.22 9 Her
husband is to be the first charged in the genocide of the Yazidi. 2 30 W. is accused
of "being a member of the foreign terrorist organization, violations of the War
Weapons Control Act, for low motives cruelly killed a person, and thereby com2
mitted a war crime."

C.

31

Concerns with Courts in Areas of Conflicts

There are many human rights concerns when it comes to prosecuting crimes in
times of armed conflict. In Iraq, for example, special counter-terrorism courts
prosecute fighters, bystanders, and relatives. 232 The country's broad law permits
a death penalty for anyone convicted of "committing, inciting, planning, financing, or assisting in acts of terrorism." 2 3 3 This single-size, expedited approach
punishes actual perpetrators of crimes but includes "the cook and the family
222 Cameron Sumpter, Returning Indonesian Extremists: Unclear Intentions and Unprepared Responses, INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR COUNTER -TERRORISM - THE HAGUE, (Jul. 12, 2018), https://
icct.nllwp-content/uploads/2018/07/ICCT-Sumpter-Returning-Indonesian-Extremists-July2Ol8.pdf.
223 Kathy Gilsinan, Europe Has Turned Its Back on Its ISIS Suspects, THE ATLAnic, (Jul 5, 2019),
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/07/trump-administration-pushes-europe-try-isis-suspects/593296/.
224 Melissa Eddy, German Woman Goes on Trial in Death of 5-Year-Old Girl Held as ISIS Slave,
N.Y. TImEs, (Apr. 9, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/09/world/europe/germany-isis-trial.html.
225
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Pancevski, supra note 83.
Eddy, supra note 224.

230
231

232 Margaret Coker & Falih Hassan, A 10-Minute Trial, a Death Sentence: Iraqi Justice for ISIS
Suspects, N.Y. TIMEs, (Apr. 17, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/17/world/middleeast/iraq-isistrials.html.
233 Id.
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member with little say in the matter." 2 3 4 In 2018, Iraq detained approximately
1,250 foreign women and 580 children. 2 3 5 The government expressed its determination to investigate evidence linking them to ISIS. 2 3 6 Between 2017 and
April of 2018, Iraq completed 2,900 trials with a conviction rate of about 98
percent. 2 37 One reporter witnessed, within one two-hour period, the trial, conviction, and death sentencing of 14 women. 2 3 8 Most are executed in a process
"more concerned with retribution than truth or justice." 239
Senior researcher for Iraq for Human Rights Watch, Belkis Wille, an observer
of dozens of trials, presents another concern the U.S. should have for its citizens
in such trials: "the system is fundamentally prejudiced against foreign individuals. 2 4 0 The presumption is because you are foreign, and you were in ISIS territory, there is no need to provide more evidence." 2 4 1 This means American
citizens are subject to these same courts, where "foreigners in particular are
widely assumed to have been the Islamic State's most fervent adherents since
they moved there to join the caliphate trials of hate." 2 42 A state-appointed lawyer
stressed he was not able to prepare for trials because he had no access to the
243
The due
evidence against his trials, as terrorism investigations are classified.
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are
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workers
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Security
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United
44
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crimes.
other
not investigating
powered a special advisor to help Iraq investigate potential war crimes, including
mass killings," set to begin in early 2018.245 Colonel Brahim Attiyah al-Jabbouri, head of civil defense, revealed he did not have the equipment or personnel
necessary for an accurate exhumation of mass graves. 2 46 And the rapid execution
of potentially innocent witnesses complicates that already complex job. 2 4 7
Territorial jurisdiction could be present in the courts of Syria, where the majority of detainees are located, potentially allowing the creation of a criminal
court system within Syria or nearby countries. Yet the same challenges of resources and institutions in Iraq are also present in Syria, and a U.N. investigation
revealed sexual violence, "including rape and forms of sexual torture, has been
perpetrated by Government forces and affiliated militia against men, women,
234 Id.
235 Id.
236 Id.
237 Id.
238 Id.
239 Id.
240 Id.
241 Id.
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girls and boys during the Syrian conflict." 2 48 The international community would
likely view court proceedings in such systems with skepticism.
D.

Ripple Effect and Responsibility: U.S. Actions And Their Consequences

The U.S. has an ability and an obligation under domestic and international law
to investigate its citizens connected to ISIS. Both the presence of U.S. citizens in
the region and the country's continued military strategy provide continued responsibilities. Despite predictions that the strategy would result in a fundamentalist terrorist organization from the nation's own intelligence agencies, the U.S.
continued to support rebel groups in Syria. 249 Years later, a similar situation
arose where "months of warnings" were provided to President Trump, shortly
before he removed troops from Syria.2 5 0 What followed was a predicted chaos,
including the loss of guards at displacement camps. 2 5 1 More than 2,000 foreign
ISIS fighters are imprisoned by Kurdish militias in Syria alone. 2 5 2 The Kurdish
administration is struggling to manage the amount of people in camps as it adjusts to changing troop presence, presenting opportunities for escape. 2 53 Yazidi
victims maintain that many wives of fighters played a role in terrorizing enslaved
women and children." 254 Media reports reveal that dozens of ISIS detainees and
family members have escaped. 2 5 5
The presence of U.S. citizens and the escalation of the situation because of
American action places the responsibility for U.S. citizens in U.S. hands. This is
a responsibility the government has argued for. Yazidi activists have called for an
international tribunal because of concerns of weaknesses in the justice systems of
countries such as Iraq and that Western prosecutors are unable to conduct investi248 Human Rights Situations That Require the Council'sAttention, Human Rights Council, U.N. General Assembly, A/HRC/22/59, (5 February 2013), at 77, https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/
HRCouncil/ColSyria/A.HRC.22.59_en.pdf.
249 U.S. Dept. of Defense, (U) 20120730, Department of Defense Information Report, at 290, (2015).
www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Pg.-29 1 -Pgs.-287-293-JW-v-DOD-and-State- 14812-DOD-Release-2015-04-10-final-versionll.pdf; see Ahmed, Nafeez, Pentagon report predicted
West's support for Islamist rebels would create ISIS, MEDIUM, (May 22, 2015), https://medium.com/
insurge-intelligence/secret-pentagon-report-reveals-west-saw-isis-as-strategic-asset-b99ad7a29092.
250 David E. Sanger, Trump Followed His Gut on Syria. Calamity Came Fast., N.Y. TiMEs, (Oct. 14,
2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/1.4/world/middleeast/trump-turkeysyria.html?action=click&module=relatedLinks&pgtype=article.
251 Megan Specia, Winners and Losers in Trump's Planned Troop Withdrawal From Syria, N.Y.
TImEs, (Dec. 20, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/20/world/middleeast/winners-losers-syriatrumps-troops.html; Megan Specia, Winners and Losers in Trump's Troop Withdrawal From Syria, N.Y.
TIMES, (Oct. 15, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/15/world/middleeast/trump-syria-troop-withdrawal.htmlaction=click&module=relatedLinks&pgtype=article.
252 Yazidi Survivors Are Key to Bringing Islamic State Members to Justice, supra note 83.
253 US repatriateseight women and childrenfrom ISIS camp with Kurdish help, THE NATIONAL, (Jun.

5, 2019), https://www.thenational.ae/world/mena/us-repatriates-eight-women-and-children-from-isiscamp-with-kurdish-help-1.870768 [hereinafter US repatriates].
254 Id.

255 Joseph Votel and Elizabeth Dent, How to Protect America After the Syria Withdrawal: Fighting
ISIS just got harder-butit's still possible, and it's necessary., THE ATLANTIC, (Oct. 21, 2019), https://
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gations in conflict zones. 2 5 6 But the U.S. opposes the costs and time constraints,
instead arguing that Islamic State members should be tried in their countries of
origin. 2 5 7 This has been echoed by State Department coordinator for counterterrorism, Nathan Sales, who stated that it is up to the countries of origin of those
25 8
traveling to Syria and Iraq to fight with ISIS to prosecute those individuals.
but rather should
"[T]hey shouldn't look for other people to solve this problem,
25 9
The dangers are so
conduct these prosecutions of their citizens themselves."
clear that "President Trump criticized allies. . .for not taking back hundreds of
0
ISIS prisoners captured on the battlefield." 2 6 "The alternative is not a good one
2 6 1
in that we will be forced to release them," he warned."
Security experts note that U.S. policy should create and implement programs
262
bethat facilitate rehabilitation and reentry for violent extremist offenders,
cause de-radicalization does not necessarily go hand in hand with disengagement. 2 6 3 ISIS associates will continue to return home and be released from
2 64
There is "no formal national
prison, reentering society in the upcoming years.
rehabilitation and re-entry program" waiting for them, "and little, if any, devel265
While the invesoped infrastructure to support individuals upon their release."
tigation, repatriation, and prosecution of any ISIS supporter is necessary,
26 6
deradicalization and disengagement programs must also be a high priority.
267
This
"The alternative is to rely solely on the deterrence of prison sentences."
leaves few incentives for incarcerated supporters to renege extremist beliefs; instead they may radicalize others or attempt to build networks while
imprisoned. 26 8
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V.

Repatriation, Alternative Options, And the Reality of Responsibility

The U.S. should begin repatriation efforts for American women (and associated minors), accompanied by necessary investigation, deradicalization, and reentry programs. While continuing to call on other countries to do the same, the
U.S. must engage military, diplomatic, and humanitarian professionals to facilitate a broader understanding of the solutions to this multi-faceted problem. This
can be combined with financial assistance and training to foreign stakeholders,
allowing the process to take the necessary time for due process while ensuring
humane conditions in detention facilities and camps. This includes ensuring that
International Committee of the Red Cross has proper access to detainees, as its
mandate is in securing that humane treatment.
Critics may argue that there are risks of repatriating hardcore ISIS associates
with an unsuccessful federal civilian trial. There was public outcry of such during
the 2012 acquittals of an al Qaeda operative on all but one of 284 charges. 2 6 9
This single charge was sufficient to earn him a life sentence. 2 70 The remaining
charges were unable to be proven without the testimony of a witness the government learned of through C.I.A. interrogation his lawyers allege included torture. 2 7 1 Even assuming the detainee was found not guilty, the judge noted that the
operative's status as an "enemy combatant" would (and did) "permit his detention as something akin "to a prisoner of war until hostilities between the United
States and Al Qaeda and the Taliban end." 2 7 2 Lydia Khalil, a research fellow at
the Lowy Institute in Sydney who specializes in the Middle East and international terrorism, acknowledges that "there are certainly threats and risks when
you repatriate people," but explains that "there's also risks to not addressing this
issue." 2 7 3 The long-term threats include those poised by lack of sufficient data
and prolonged stays in detention camps. 2 74 There are few options for deradicalization for those living in limbo in detention camps, and no programs awaiting
those that are released from prisons. This is a missed opportunity to prevent further radicalization and to stall or prevent next iteration of ISIS.
States have a responsibility under international law to appropriately investigate, prosecute, or extradite for prosecution suspected culprits of war crimes,
269 Adam Goldman & Benjamin Weiser, How Civilian Prosecution Gave the U.S. a Key Informant,
THE N.Y. TIMEs, (Jan. 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/27/us/intelligence-gained-from-somaliterrorist-shows-value-of-civilian-prosecutions.html (Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani was charged in the 1998
bombings of two American Embassies in East Africa.).
270 Benjamin Weiser, Detainee Acquitted on Most Counts in '98 Bombings, THE N.Y. TIMEs, (Nov.
17, 2010), https://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/18/nyregion/18ghailani.html.
271 Id.
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273 Livia Albeck-Ripka, Desperate Pleas to Free Women and Children From ISIS Camps in Syria,
N.Y. TIMEs, (Oct. 21, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/world/australialisis-campsyria.html?action=click&module=relatedLinks&pgtype=article; see also ALLISON KRUMSIEK, CTvIL Lin.
ERTIES: THE FIGHT FOR PERSONAL FREEDOM, (2017) at 61. (noting that no districts in which terrorism

suspects have been tried have been attacked to retaliate that conviction. In contrast, as noted by former
Secretary of State John Kerry, "Guantanamo . . . impedes joint counterterrorism efforts with friends and
allies.").
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genocide, crimes against humanity, and other international crimes. If the U.S. is
unable or unwilling to do so, the International Criminal Court (I.C.C.) is a court
of "last resort," meaning it may be an option should the U.S. refuse these obligations. In March 2020, "the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court
decided unanimously to authorise the Prosecutor to commence an investigation
into alleged crimes under the jurisdiction of the Court in relation to the situation
in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan." 2 7 5 An ad hoc tribunal, like those ones
established for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, "or 'hybrid' war crimes
courts in East Timor and Sierra Leone, where international jurists serve together
with local lawyers to try accused war criminals," are also options. 276 However,
the U.S. does not recognize the Court's jurisdiction and the Trump administration
has publicly countered its efforts. 2 77 This recent ruling could provide a rocky
pathway to a referral through the U.N. Security Council, which would provide
the ICC jurisdiction to investigate. But these courts pose the same costs and time
constraints that the U.S. objects to. Federal courts have proven cost effective,
timely, and effective.
There is no obvious single solution to this challenge, but there are programs
and immediate actions that can improve U.S. national security. Failure to detect
radicalized women is due to stereotypes both about women being averse to violence and narratives of Muslim women as submissive. An understanding of the
active roles women play in political violence is the first step in recognizing the
threat that women can pose. Inconsistencies across legal systems are advantageous to female members of ISIS, who are investigated, detained, and prosecuted
less than men. Both narratives of counter-terrorism and practitioners within the
field are male-centric, preventing an accurate allocation of resources and efforts.
An open court would allow prosecutors what may be the fairest chance to
secure a conviction, without compromising legal or ethical norms. These include
the victim's right to equal and effective access to justice, effective and prompt
reparation for harm suffered, and access to relevant information concerning the
violations and reparation mechanisms. The victims of these atrocities have themselves called for this resolution. "What we Yazidis want is for a court somewhere
to recognize that these people are guilty of more than just terrorism, that they
have committed genocide or crimes against humanity." 27 8
Beyond the necessity of repatriation and prosecutorial efforts, managing the
aftermath of ISIS is not only a global challenge, it is an institutional experiment.
Each of the actors mentioned throughout this comment must recognize their
275 Afghanistan: ICC Appeals Chamber authorises the opening of an investigation, International
Criminal Court, ICC-CPI-20200305-PR1516, (March 5, 2020), https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/
item.aspx?name-prl 516.
276 Sharon Otterman, IRAQ: Prosecuting War Criminals, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, (Feb. 16,
2005), https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/iraq-prosecuting-war-criminals.
277 'We Will Let The I.C.C. Die:" Bolton Threatens InternationalCourt", THE N.Y. TIMES, (2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/politics/100000006097156/bolton-icc-sanctions.html?searchResult
Position= 1.
278 ispahani, F., & Shea, N., Don't Give Jihadi Brides Victimhood Status. Try Them, REAL(20 March 2019), https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2019/03/20/
CLEARPOLrTICS,
dont-give-jihadi brides-victimhood statusjtry-themI 39795.html.
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agency in the perception of female associates. This includes the media, investigators, researchers, policymakers, legislators, prosecutors, judges, and government
leaders. "The entire international community must now work to identify appropriate pathways for affected groups; this includes durable solutions for displaced
civilians, the repatriation and prosecution of foreign terrorist fighters, and the
return, reintegration, and de-radicalization of family members" (emphasis

added) .279
VI.

Conclusion

As the United States contemplates the latest threat of ISIS and its successors, it
is important not to discount the varied contributions of women. A recognition of
gender bias is relevant to academic and policymaking audiences, as well as defense, intelligence, and law enforcement agencies. Conscious or unconscious
bias may undermine future efforts to prevent terrorist attacks or provide due process in investigations.
These issues do not work alone. Instead, the challenge is interwoven and present in many forms. Studies of radicalization, recruitment, and support which
ignore gender or cast women and children into the same faction provide incomplete analysis on both historical and current trends. Legislators and policymakers
who exclusively portray women as the victims of conflict are responsible for
fissures in national security strategy. The media is accountable when public
opinion is misguided by representations of exoticing women or portraying them
as if naive. Some travelers may have committed crimes, but there are strong
arguments that some may be victims of human trafficking or were manipulated
into traveling. 280 The situation is complex, but the disparities in investigation,
arrests, sentencing, repatriation and reintegration between women and men are
undeniable.
A better understanding and acknowledgement of the influences of gender biases and stereotypes has real implications for national security. It facilitates an
understanding of the violent extremist networks in their totality, allows the
processing of potentially harmful actors, and provides restorative justice to individuals and communities worldwide. Bias regarding female offenders compromises the guarantees of equal justice and a uniform application of the law.

279 Americans Who Joined ISIS, supra note 178; see also WILLIAMS ET AL, TRENDS IN THE DRAW OF
AMERICANS To FOREIGN TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS FROM 9/11 To TODAY, Santa Monica, (2018), https:/

/www.rand.org/pubs/research-reports/RR2545.html (Extremism does not "appear to appeal solely to
Muslims or Middle Eastern communities, but rather is present within changing racial and national
demographics. The call to extremism is accessible to any community because of the accessibility of
social media and web presences.").
280 Ashley Binetti, A New Frontier:Human Trafficking and ISIS's Recruitment of Women from the
West, GEORGETOWN INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN, PEACE AND SECURITY, (2015), www.homestudycredit.com/
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